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WORD BUILDING WITH dfr__t
ADJACENT CONSONANTS Y,s--DJ

Readiness
Do this lesson with any child. Be sure your child has had sufficient success with

the lessons in Chapter three before moving to this level. If your child is younger

than first grade, sixth month, try thls lesson and see how he does. If he has a lot

of trouble and doesrlt respond to any of the error corrections after several

attempts, discontinue lessons in this chapter for about two months and then try

again.

Goals
To cause the child to understand the sight to sound relationship of text.

To cause the child to understand the left to right relationship of text.

To cause the child to consciously understand how he can represent sounds in

words.

To create an automatic spelling strategy, $.

To offer the child experience and practice doing all of the above using words that

contain adjacent consonants.

Materials
The VCC, CVCC, or CCVC word building

puzzles following this lesson plan.

One envelope for each word puzzle and

picture.

One file shoebox large enough to store en-

velopes.

Cut up word puzzles ahead of time. Write

the name of each puzzle on the in-side flap of the envelope. Store puzzles in

envelopes in your shoebox.
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174 READING REFLEX

Word Building with Adiacent Consonants, continued

Presentation

Theword'frog' is used as an exampte. The lesson is the samefor all of the adjacent
consonant-s ound word-building puZzles.

1. Draw a line for each sound along the bottom of your dry erase board. Being
careful not to reveal the word on the envelope, lay out the sound pictures from
the envelope marked 'frog.' Say, "What's the first sound you hear in 'frog'?"
Run your finger along the four lines as you slowly say 'frog.' Do not segment
the sounds in the word, but say the word very
slowly.

2. After he tells you what sound he hears

first, invite him to find the correspond-
ing sound picture. Make sure he says

the sound as he puts the sound picture
on the first line. Once he has placed the
first sound picture say, "Good, what's
the next sound you hear in 'frog'?" Once agd'n, you should run your finger
along over the lines as you slowly say, 'frog.' Make certain that he says each
sound as he locates the corresponding sound picture and places it in sequence.

3. After all sound picture cards have been placed, have him say each sound as you
point to its sound picture in sequence. Once all the sound pictures have been
placed, have him map the word on a piece of lined paper. When mapping he
should say one sound at a time as he writes the sound picture for that sound.
Mapping should be clear, concise, and completely segmented.

After this lesson proceed to the otherVCC lessons before going on to CVCC and then
CCVC.

Correcting Problems

The child links two or more sounds when aslced to give the sounds in a word.

EX: 'fr"o"g'
Say, "'fr' is two sounds. What's thefirst sound in Tr'?" Accentuate your mouth
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Wotd Building with Adiacent Consonants, continued

and the changing of the sounds as you question. Do not separate the two sounds
for him.

His sound production is bad, He adds an 'u' sound after consonants,

El(:'frog''fu''ru''o''gu'
Simply repeat the sound correctly and say, "'f ', not 'f...u',,, (accentuating the dif-
ference in the two sounds in ,fu').

He usu letter names, "The first sound in frog is ,ef'."

simply say , "No, that is the letter name. Letter names won t help you learn to
spell or read. what sound do you hear? TelI me what you hear, not the letter
name." Do not ask the question 'what sound does ,ef, make?,' This wrongly re-
inforces the strategy that letters make sounds. Letters do not make sounds, peo-
ple do.


